The Freedom
talisman from
Vancouver’s
own Pyrrha was
handcrafted from
14K gold. Blue Ruby
(page 29) carries
a wide selection of
Pyrrha jewellery,
or shop the entire
collection at
www.pyrrha.com.
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Perfect presents for everyone on your list
by sheri radford

A lapel pin from Catfé (page
83), Vancouver’s first cat
cafe, shows solidarity with
your fiercest feline friends.

Holiday Slipper Socks
from Bootlegger (page
23) keep tender tootsies
toasty warm while raising
funds for Big Brothers Big
Sisters of Canada.

Indigo (page 24) carries a whole
menagerie of charming mugs,
plates and pillows adorned with a
hipster fox, bear, moose or owl.

Made in Vancouver from organic cotton,
Johnwear long johns keep both dapper
dogs and hip humans cozy all winter
long. Buy online at www.johnwear.ca.
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Woven from soft merino wool, the
Running Wolf Blanket from Filson
(page 23) was inspired by native
designs of the Pacific Northwest.

For
Animal
Lovers
Could this tree ornament
of a moose playing ice
hockey possibly be any
more Canadian? (Maybe
if it came with a side
of poutine.) At Indigo
(page 24).
Each “otterly” adorable Aquadopt
Kit from the Vancouver Aquarium
(page 64) contains a plush sea
otter, certificate of adoption,
fact booklet and collector
card. Profits help
fund the aquarium’s
conservation,
research and
education
programs.
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Ping pong players show panache with
leather-and-walnut table tennis paddles
from Tiffany & Co. (page 30).

Hudson’s Bay (page 27) reveals
its true stripes by donating
the proceeds from Hudson—
this year’s limited-edition
Charity Bear—to Headfirst,
which supports mental health
initiatives across Canada.

We’ll drink to this: Cheers to Canada! Whisky Stones
keep drinks cold without watering them down or
changing their flavour. At Indigo (page 24).
A candy bento box from
Sugarfina satisfies any sweet
tooth. At Nordstrom (page 27).

For
Cool
Kids
Tiny tots can catch
some Zs in PJs
from Indigo (page
24) decorated with
“Hockey Night in
the Wild.”

Made from organic cotton by
Vancouver company Redfish
Kids (page 25), the Good
Fortune Onesie Mariner amps
up the cuteness quotient.
Vancouver’s own Native Shoes
(page 28) makes the coolest
kicks for the coolest kids.
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For
Foodies

A plaid stocking from Indigo
(page 24) is the perfect way to
commemorate a newborn’s first
cool yule.

Say good night to the city’s most
scenic spots, from Stanley Park to
the Capilano Suspension Bridge, with
Night-Night Vancouver by Katherine
Sully. At local bookstores (page 24).
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Unbearably cheesy puns are the
inevitable accompaniment to this
durable wooden cheeseboard and
wood-handled cheese knife from
Indigo (page 24).

This troll-shaped citrus reamer from
True Zoo has removable silicone “hair,”
to make cleaning easy-peasy-lemonsqueezy. At Hudson’s Bay (page 27).

Handcrafted chocolates
from Thomas Haas (page
81) please the pickiest
of palates.

Writer/bartender
Chad Parkhill takes
readers on a spirited
globetrotting tour in
Around the World in
80 Cocktails. At local
bookstores (page 24).

Baby, it’s cold outside,
but Christmas Jewel
Tea from TWG Tea
(page 78) can warm
up even a cold-hearted
Grinch with its blend
of green teas, accented
by spices, sweet
orange and golden
pearls of tea.
December 2017
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Tedious travel time can often be
improved with a tipple or two,
hence the Carry On Cocktail Kit.
All that’s missing is the actual
liquor. At Indigo (page 24) and
Starbucks (page 78).

For
Globetrotters
Lightweight and breathable, the
Atom LT Hoody from local brand
Arc’teryx (page 31) feels as warm
and cozy as a sleeping bag but can
be packed down to almost nothing
and stored inside its own pocket.

A sleep mask from
Indigo (page 24) is
ideal for blocking out
the harsh light of day
on planes, trains and
automobiles.

The Let’s Roam Road Trip
Diffuser Kit from Vancouver
company Saje (page 54)
brings the sweet smell of
aromatherapy to your car, or
anywhere with a USB outlet.

This cute and colourful case from Kikkerland
is made for storing contact lenses. At
Kimprints (page 28).
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Those with itchy
feet and incurable
wanderlust need
a dose of Lonely
Planet’s Best in
Travel 2018, which
describes next
year’s must-see
countries, regions
and cities. At
local bookstores
(page 24).

What do you get
when a popular
Vancouver brand
teams up with
North America’s
oldest company? A
backpack that pairs
the inimitable style
of Herschel Supply
Co. with the iconic
stripes of Hudson’s
Bay (page 27).

Unlike their liquid counterparts,
Mouthwash Tabs from Lush (page
54) pose zero risk of spilling
sticky, minty fluids all over the
insides of a suitcase or purse.

No woman can resist the
scintillating sparkle of a
diamond necklace from Lao
Feng Xiang (page 29).

Chris Collacott shot this stunning photo
of Vancouver, which was then transferred
onto fabric made entirely from recycled
plastic bottles. The end result is a limitededition, eco-friendly scarf. Buy online at
www.infocuscanada.ca.

Anyone would appreciate the timely gift of a new
Seamaster Aqua Terra watch from Omega (page 29).

For the
Style
Savvy
A packable puffer vest from Hudson’s Bay
(page 27) is metallic chic on the outside,
classic HBC stripes on the inside.

Warm mittens from
Indigo (page 24) are
intended for those on
both of Santa’s lists.

Vancouver company
MyPakage makes
great ginch for guys, to
protect the package.
At MEC (page 31).

Look good, feel good:
handcrafted bracelets
from Blue Ruby (page 29)
benefit the Cause We Care
Foundation, which helps
mothers and children living
in poverty.
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